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Abstract
Objective: To analyze the meaning of workload for cleaning professionals working in an emergency unit and identify strategies to protect themselves against workloads.

Methods: This is an exploratory and descriptive study of a qualitative approach that included 12 cleaning professionals. We conducted data collection using semistructured interviews and speeches that we analyzed in the following steps: reading, definition of recording and meaning units, codification and classification, management, and interpretation of results.

Results: Three categories that appeared were loads experienced in the work related to internal materiality, load experienced in the work related to external materiality, and strategies used to lighten and/or prevent workload.

Conclusion: Professionals recognized partial loads that they were exposed. In addition, they faced all loads separately.
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Resumo
Objetivo: Analisar o significado das cargas de trabalho para operacionais de limpeza de uma unidade de Emergência/Pronto Socorro e identificar as estratégias que eles utilizam como proteção as essas cargas.

Métodos: Estudo descritivo, exploratório qualitativo, com a participação de 12 operacionais de limpeza. A coleta de dados foi realizada por meio de entrevistas semiestruturadas e as falas submetidas à análise de conteúdo em suas etapas: leitura, determinação das unidades de registro e significações, codificação e classificação; tratamento e interpretação dos resultados obtidos.

Resultados: Emergeram três categorias: carga vivenciada no trabalho relacionada com a materialidade interna, carga vivenciada no trabalho relacionada com a materialidade externa e estratégias de enfrentamento utilizadas para amenizar e/ou prevenir as cargas no trabalho.

Conclusão: Os profissionais conhecem parcialmente as cargas as quais estão expostos e enfrentam-nas individualmente.
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Introduction

Working constitutes a vital activity for human beings. It is performed within a social context influenced by several factors and is also related to continuous actions between workers and ways of production. Therefore, inside this mutual change it is possible to consider working as the source for self-achievement from a professional standpoint, the way to build a wealth and acquire material goods besides the feeling of making a difference for society as a whole, among others. However, working can cause physical, mental, and social distress; injury to one’s health; or even death.

In the 1980s, a load concept different from the concept of risk was instituted and enabled “[…] a analysis of the working process that extracted and synthesized elements which determined the importance of working community biopsychosocial nexus and gives them a specific historical way of going forward in life.”(1)

Workloads interact at the same time, and to analyze work actions in the context in which they occur is necessary, and also consequences from this context.(1,2)

The load concept of work seeks to reveal all factors that determine the work process such as technological resources, organization and sharing of activities, interpersonal relationships, relationship with the environment and physical structure, among other factors that could overload the professionals, his/her work, ability and may destroy their vital energy.(1,3)

Workload could be grouped according to its nature and basic characteristics. They are subdivided into those with external materiality, that is, modified after interaction with a body – physical, chemical, biological, and mechanical, and those with internal materiality that interact in own body being internally expressed by the individual, such as psychological and psychics.(1,4,5) Therefore, a coexistence of different ways as a model to social determination of disease that represent a retaken of social epidemiological approaches.(1,4)

Workloads are classified in specific types that also comprise specific risks. However, it does not mean that it is simply the sum of risks because they acquire meaning from the global dynamic of work process.(4)

Physical loads are related, for example, to noise that acts on ear the cells and central nervous system, heat that activates a thermoregulation mechanism and enables changes in the physiological process. This category includes humidity, ventilation, vibration, and lighting. Chemical loads originate mainly from dust, smoke, fibers, vapor, liquids, and radiation. Biological loads could be caused by any vegetable or animal organism and are referent microorganisms.(1,4)

Mechanical loads involve technology, installation conditions, and a maintenance process of production object of the work itself. Hence, work accidents occur mainly by mechanical loads (contusions, wounds, fractures) and are more visible.(1,4,5)

Concerning physiological loads, there are several ways to perform a work activity, such as physical and visual efforts (increased caloric consumption, blood redistribution, energetic waste), performance of the task in a physically uncomfortable position, and shift changes (rupture of basic physiological rhythms as circadian cycle.(4,5)

Psychic loads that are directly related to management of journey, work dangerously, frequency of emergent situations, degree of responsibility in solving problems, rhythm of work, possibility to speak with the work team, taking actions and making decisions, tasks receptivity. These situations constitute elements of the work process that might damage workers’ health.

Workloads beyond each work own characteristics are also the result of interaction between tasks requirements, circumstances in which interactions occur, workers’ skills, abilities, behaviors, and perceptions of their own and others expectations.(5) Therefore, when studying these loads, an important assessment is to determine how work is perceived by professionals.

In this context, to understand better work processes of hospital cleaning professionals is critical for occupational nurses to define prevention strategies.

In daily loads, workers who clean hospital institutions have contact with secretions, fluids, chemi-
The environment needs specific competencies to perform activities and also requires a constant concern with safety to avoid accidents and damage to the mental and physical health of the worker. Considering these facts, the following questions are raised:

How do cleaning professionals working in emergency units understand the workload?

What loads are identified in this type of work?

What measures are taken to protect professionals against these loads?

Answers to these questions are relevant to workers understanding their workloads and, as a result, the strategies that could be adopted to prevent disease and damage to their health.

This study aimed to analyze the meaning of workload for cleaning professionals working in the emergency unit of a hospital and identify strategies to protect against workload.

Methods

This is an exploratory and descriptive study of a qualitative approach that included 12 cleaning professionals working in the emergency unit at the Hospital Público de Londrina, Paraná, Brazil. Cleaning professionals in the institution where the study was conducted report to the nursing director and are coordinated by responsible nurses of units.

We decided to conduct the study in an emergency unit because the emergency unit is the first place where most patients are admitted and constitutes an environment full of unexpected events and intense and dynamic activities involving all professionals who work there, therefore requiring competence and agility. The unit has 18 cleaning professionals. In the study, 12 cleaning professionals were selected because they met inclusion criteria, which were employment in the unit for at least 1 year and agreement with participation.

Exclusion criteria were workers who were on vacation. This study was a qualitative research study, and the number of participants was not based on criteria or number of representatives.

Interviews were performed until the moment that occurred convergence in speech related to phenomenon studied.

We collected data using interviews that were performed in a private environment at the professionals’ workplace from December 2010 to April 2011. To assure data reliability, we recorded interviews, which lasted on average for 45 minutes, with the participants’ approval. To preserve confidentiality, we identified participants according to letter A, B, C, and so on. A semistructured form was used in the interviews. To reveal the objective of this study, we used the following questions:

How do you understand workloads?

What workloads do you perceive in your work?

What strategies and measures do you use to deal with loads?

For analysis of results, the content analysis technique was used in thematic modality in which the following steps were used: reading, definition of recording and meaning units, codification and classification, management, and interpretation of results. After skimming reading, we could perform marks in recorded units and organize them by themes. Categories were built using approximation and distance.

Using these techniques, the elements that build workload for participants originated in the theme categories of internal and external materiality and strategies of confrontation. Loads of internal materiality are not dependent on worker body; therefore, they could be revealed and even be measured without involvement. Internal materiality is linked to an intrabody process and acquires materiality through corporality. Strategy categories of confrontation revealed subjective and nonsubjective actions.

This study followed the national and international ethical and legal aspects of human subject research.

Results

Participants had the following personal and occupational characteristics: they worked in a shift scheme. Eight (66.65%) were women, and
four (33.4%) were men; age range was 30 to 58 years old. Half of the workers were between 30 and 40 years old, two (16.6%) were 40 to 50 years old, and four were 50 to 58 years old. Concerning the duration of service in the unit, five (41.6%) of the workers had more than 20 years of service, four (33.4%) had less than two years, and three (25%) had between three and four years of service. All participants had completed high school.

Workers on the day shift worked six hours daily with a weekly duty of 12 hours, those working on the night shift worked on 12/36 duty hours. Basically, their duties were to clean the floors, beds, and furniture, among others. During activities, professionals used hospital cleaning products and wore the recommended protective equipment such as gloves, masks, goggles, boots, and uniforms. Testimonial analysis included the following categories:

1. Load experienced in the workplace related to internal materiality

Participants reported their physiological loads:
[...] my greatest load is back pain (J).
I feel back pain, and my bursitis appears (I).
Respondents reported psychological loads caused by suffering for other people and lack of job recognition:
I feel emotionally affected by seeing sick people or other patients dying and suffering (B).
[...] here I suffer humiliations coming from everyone, my work is not recognized, we suffer humiliations by doctors and employees because we are cleaning the floor (E).

Another problem found is psychological load described by participants regarding interpersonal relationships:
[...] some employees do not accomplish their service for lack of interest, and we become overloaded [...] we must work as a team (A).

2. Load experienced in the workplace related to external materiality

Among these loads participants detected to be exposed to biological agents:
[...] our work is not easy; many times there are secretions and risk of infection (D).
[...] we have contact with blood, feces, urine – all of these can transmit diseases (L).

3. Strategies of confrontation to make workloads tolerable

Testimonials highlighted the need for teamwork as a strategy to make work more pleasant:
[...] Teamwork, one thinking to benefit another, is pleasant and good. It also makes things easier and makes us stronger; dealing with things alone is more difficult (H).

Other ways of confrontation used by cleaning professionals are exercises and leisure activities:
I practice swimming to relieve my workload (D).
I take walks for exercise, to improve my humor, and decrease stress (J).

Religiosity also constituted a strategy to confront workloads according to respondents:
My faith and God help me to face job problems (B).

In addition, some professionals used personal protective equipment (PPE) as a strategy of confrontation or prevention:
I use gloves and boots to [protect] myself against contamination (F).

When I’m cleaning, I wear boots and rubber gloves to avoid infection from patients, secretions, bathrooms, and other things that could cause impairment (J).

Discussion

In many hospitals in Brazil, cleaning services are coordinated by the nursing service, which is responsible for the management of this service. Therefore, this topic is interesting for the nursing arena and for other health professionals, particularly for the small number of studies approaching this theme.

These study results showed that cleaning professionals have similar characteristics to nursing professionals’ population concerning shift work schedule adopted and the predominant number of women. However, important
data constitute how long participants have been working in the emergency unit, because approximately half of the workers have been employed for more than 20 years inside an emergency unit, which is considered by several health professionals as a stressful environment.\textsuperscript{10}

Studies of workers in hospital cleaning services resemble our findings concerning the predominant number of women who perform these services. A study conducted in a hospital in Belo Horizonte (MG) identified that 99.18% of cleaning professionals were women,\textsuperscript{6} another study in the academic hospital in Maringá (PR) reported that 100% of cleaning professionals were women,\textsuperscript{9} and 65.1% of workers of a cleaning service were women in a public hospital in Campinas (SP).\textsuperscript{11}

From testimonials, it was possible to identify the loads that are meaningful to workers: loads of a physiological nature, mainly back pain; those of a psychoemotional nature because of an environment surrounded by suffering and unexpected situations; and those of a psychological nature because of lack of recognition of work accomplished by other professionals; besides issues concerning interpersonal relationship and teamwork. Load from a biological nature was also identified by cleaning professionals.

Regarding low back pain mentioned by cleaning professionals, we believe that they are related to the types of activities performed, which include frequently carrying objects and heavy materials. Studies on hospital cleaning staff showed that these people often report low back pain.\textsuperscript{11}

Working in an emergency unit requires specific training for professionals to deal with suffering situations, such as the pain of patients and their families.\textsuperscript{12} In general, these professionals have to deal with feeling as impotence and suffering. These two feelings were identified in participants’ testimonials in this study, who were directly exposed to effects from this daily experience with patients and other users.\textsuperscript{9}

Cleaning professionals felt a lack of recognition for their work by other professionals and also reported the feeling of prejudice in society as whole. This finding was identified as a psychological load in the sample.

Studies conducted on nursing professionals in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of Hospital de Base do Distrito Federal identified a feeling of lack of recognition by professionals in their work on levels considered critical, because these feelings constituted risks for physical and mental health problems, leading to the development of diseases.\textsuperscript{13} A study carried out in a public hospital in south of Brazil showed that cleaning professionals’ distress was related to the feeling of invisibility because of relationship problems with other professionals in the organization in which they felt to be in a position of disadvantage.\textsuperscript{12} In another study, caretakers in a public hospital in Paraná perceived their lack of recognition and reported indignation because of lack of recognition by other professionals in the institution.\textsuperscript{9}

In a hierarchy division of work, there are those who care and those who provide support to tasks. In our study, cleaning professionals are involved in a team that works in the emergency unit, especially for their daily experience in this environment. Cleaning services require less professional qualification and could be considered a professionalization of housekeeping, but with lower salaries.\textsuperscript{9}

To be professionally recognized for the work is important, for such recognition promotes motivation and improves quality of life. To recognize and be recognized by the team is a complementary and positive aspect of the work; therefore, it contributes to the maintenance of self-esteem and the psychoemotional balance of workers.\textsuperscript{9}

Teamwork was identified by the cleaning workers as a loan due to lack of collaboration between work partners and also as a defense. Cooperation between workers must be motivated to seek quality, which is vital to achieve pleasure in the work.\textsuperscript{13}

A study carried out in a public hospital in Brazil that involved professionals from a cleaning service and hospital hygiene identified a small integration among employees. Such a fact is related to how that work is organized and imposes a more solitary service. In this aspect, teamwork sometimes is not perceived as a union, causing a
weakening of professional relationships and a decrease of cooperation among coworkers.\(^{(14)}\) When contributions of all occur in a specific activity or function, it is of high importance to develop cooperating activities to provide the opportunity to build solidarity. It is important for integrants to have a subjective experience with implication to the group because everyone could contribute to improve life and work conditions.\(^{(13)}\)

To work in a hospital means to experience an unhealthy environment because of the features of the activities performed; closeness with patients with different diseases; and, sometimes, an unclear diagnosis that exposes workers to situations of vulnerability in front of workloads.

Cleaning professionals must take strategies to deal with workload and create defense mechanisms against exposure to others’ suffering mainly in the hospital environment with preconcepts and teamwork.\(^{(15)}\)

Although cleaning professionals seem invisible, for some people, their service is indispensable for the hospital operating structure. Cleaning services promote safety and prevention of accidents for patients, families, and health professionals, help greatly to avoid contamination and nosocomial infection, and provide adequate management of hospital residues among other benefits.\(^{(16)}\) Cleaning services are needed for the success of performing medical procedures. Nurses with cleaning services and inadequate disinfection are local facilitators for survival of microorganisms that increase the probability of occurrences of nosocomial infections.\(^{(6)}\)

Exposure to secretions and blood were identified by cleaning workers as loads of a biological nature. This knowledge is important to adopt health protection strategies.

The concern of exposing to biological load became evident in the 1980s because of the HIV epidemic when the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention introduced the “universal precautions” (later renamed “standard precautions”), which stated the need for health professionals involved directly or indirectly with patient care to wear gloves when in contact with body fluids. Workers who are responsible for cleaning the hospital should take protective measures such as the use of PPE. Collective security measures in the environment and during work activities must be equally considered in the planning to prevent work accidents and occupational diseases.

Among strategies used to soften confrontation or prevent workload mentioned by participants were exercises and leisure activities, religiosity, and the use of PPE; however, in testimonials, collective strategies were not identified. Religion constituted a way of defense to face work adversities.\(^{(15)}\)

Results of a study conducted in the United States by the American College of Sports Medicine suggested physical activities in the work environment to promote health and prevent diseases.\(^{(18)}\)

It is important to emphasize the need to prepare these professionals to prevent accidents and diseases in the work environment. A study on cleaning professionals conducted in Brazil detected that although most of the participants were considered prepared for occupational activities in the hospital, work accidents occurred because of use or inadequate use of PPE.\(^{(17)}\)

Although workloads from a chemical nature were not identified by participants in our study, the medical literature shows that these loads are presented in cleaning professionals. A study conducted in France showed a significant association of women with asthma exposed to several cleaning projects in the hospital environment.\(^{(19)}\) Similar results were found in research conducted in Spain in which a significant association was observed between cleaning products and symptoms of asthma in cleaning professionals.\(^{(20)}\)

Another investigation of hospital cleaning professionals conducted in Canada identified that understanding the beliefs and behaviors of these professionals is fundamental in planning strategies for training people in these position, envisaging benefits for all professionals involved.\(^{(21)}\)

Hence, to prevent the health of workers in health institutions according to what is stated in regulation NR-32, it is the employers’ duty to provide enough PPE for professionals, guarantee the quality of the equipment, and train profes-
sionals on how to use the equipment. In this context, nurses who supervise the cleaning service must know deeply the activities performed by professionals in order to preserve supervise, and promote good health among employees.

Findings in our study suggest that collective strategies must be adopted to widen information of cleaning professionals concerning workload and exposure to activities in the occupational environment. Actions to place value on the work and enable participation in teamwork must be taken.

A limitation of our study was that the participants were composed only of cleaning professionals. If extrapolated to other groups, the results would be more substantial; however, our findings support and stimulate those of other researchers.

This study contributed to advance knowledge because of new information about the meaning of workload for a specific group of professionals who generally lack information and sometimes are forgotten in the planning of actions and strategies to prevent and control occupational risks. Contributions of this study entail actions that nurse supervisors should take to guarantee conditions that would decrease employees’ exposition to workload of internal and external materiality as well as to promote educational and collective actions to promote an adequate occupational environment and better practices.

Conclusion

We concluded that cleaning professionals working in the emergency unit identified the workloads that they were exposed from a biological, physiological and psychological nature. However, they were unable to identify chemical, physical and mechanical workloads presented in their work environment. Professionals recognized the loads partially, and they dealt with them separately; the strategies used by them to confront loads were exercises, recreational activities, practice of religion, and the use of PPE.
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